Photo Compare

Focus on reliable ticket misuse prevention. Easily document and check every access transaction. Decide on possible sanctions to take in individual instances of fraud.

Unique ticket-to-holder allocation
- Detecting illegal transfer of tickets
  Detecting ticket misuse by re-selling or swapping of non-transferable tickets is no longer a problem. You can intervene whenever someone passes on their ticket illegally.
- Identifying use of children’s passes by adults
  Focus your ticket inspections on tickets that trigger the height sensor alarm. Simply check the photo to verify whether or not the ticket holder is really a child.

High-speed checks
- All data at a glance
  Whether at the Minicentral, Data Center or POS Station, you can access the photos anywhere you need them. All transactions of each ticket are fully traceable.
- Suitable for all ticket types
  ...from day ticket to season ticket: Photo comparison is available for all ticket types and can be configured as needed.

Easy-to-use technology
- Reliable verification with photo comparison
  Depending on your individual configuration settings, every gate passage can be photo documented for reliable ID photo comparison.
- A filter for every purpose
  Ticket type, validity, point of access and various other criteria. Filter profiles can be saved for re-use.

Options for individual sanctions
- Deny/delay access - as you see fit
  If the photos do not match, you can deny access or delay it for a closer inspection of the ticket.
- Block - or just give a warning
  You can apply ticket blocking or delayed access for a specific person either generally or only to their next access attempt.